
Does the Rear Delt Make Your
Shoulders Wider?

When it comes to building a broad, strong, and aesthetically pleasing upper

body, shoulders are key. Among the various muscles that contribute to

shoulder development, the rear deltoids often get less attention compared

to the front and side delts. But can targeting the rear delts actually make

your shoulders wider? Let's delve into the anatomy, function, and benefits of

working on your rear delts.
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Understanding the Anatomy of the Shoulder

The shoulder muscle, or deltoid, is composed of three distinct heads:

● Anterior (Front) Deltoid: Located at the front of the shoulder,

responsible for shoulder flexion and inward rotation.

● Lateral (Side) Deltoid: Located on the side, responsible for shoulder

abduction, or lifting the arm away from the body.

● Posterior (Rear) Deltoid: Located at the back, responsible for

shoulder extension, outward rotation, and horizontal abduction.

Role of the Rear Delt in Shoulder Development

The rear deltoid plays a crucial role in achieving a balanced shoulder

appearance. While the front and side delts contribute to the width and

roundness of the shoulders, the rear delts provide depth and fullness,

enhancing the overall look.

How Rear Delt Training Affects Shoulder Width

Training the rear delts can indirectly contribute to making your shoulders

appear wider. Here's how:

1. Enhanced Shoulder Definition:Well-developed rear delts add

definition to the back of your shoulders, making them look more

pronounced.

2. Balanced Proportions: Strengthening the rear delts helps balance the

development of the front and side delts, preventing a hunched or

rounded shoulder appearance.
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3. Improved Posture: Strong rear delts can improve posture by pulling

the shoulders back, giving the illusion of broader shoulders.

Effective Rear Delt Exercises

Incorporating specific exercises into your routine can effectively target and

strengthen the rear delts. Here are some key exercises:

● Bent-Over Rear Delt Flyes: Using dumbbells, bend at the waist and lift

the weights out to the sides, squeezing the rear delts.

● Face Pulls: Using a resistance band or cable machine, pull the handles

towards your face with elbows flared, focusing on the rear delts.

● Reverse Pec Deck Flyes: Using a pec deck machine, sit facing the pads

and pull the handles back in a reverse fly motion.

● Single-Arm Bent-Over Dumbbell Rows:With a dumbbell in one hand

and bent at the waist, row the weight back, emphasizing the rear delts.

Incorporating Rear Delt Training Into Your Routine

To maximize the benefits of rear delt training:

● Frequency: Aim to train your rear delts at least twice a week.

● Volume: Include 3-4 sets of 10-15 reps for each rear delt exercise.

● Progressive Overload: Gradually increase the weight or resistance to

continue challenging your muscles.

Conclusion

While the rear delts may not be the sole contributors to shoulder width, they

play a significant role in creating a well-rounded and balanced shoulder

appearance. By incorporating targeted rear delt exercises into your routine,
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you can enhance shoulder definition, improve posture, and achieve a

broader, more impressive upper body. Remember, a balanced approach to

shoulder training is key to unlocking your full potential. Check the full article

here.
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